Abstract. k ? algorithms are now used by b o t h D a n d CDF to s t udy jets. A preliminary study of jet structure for data t aken by D a n d CDF during r u n I (92-95) is presented.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, I report on four jet analyses done a t t h e T evatron. The d a t a w ere taken by D a n d CDF in run I (1992-95). D has measured the a v erage number of subjets a s a f u nction of the r e s o lution variable (y cut ) [1] . For y cut = 0.01, the radial subjet E T ow i s f o u n d a s a f u nction of R around t h e jet axis. In the second a n alysis, CDF has found t h a t t h e s u bjet radius for high E T jets decreases as the s u bjet momentum increases. In the t hird analysis, jet mass is measured as a function of jet p T for inclusive central jets [2] . This analysis was done b y D u s i n g a k ? algorithm. In the last analysis, the inclusive momentum distribution of charged particles in jets i s m easured using t h e CDF detector. E Jet scaling i s o b s e r v ed in agreement with t h e MLLA [3] .
SUBJET STRUCTURE OF JETS AT D
D has used a k ? algorithm to d ene jets [4] . Inclusive jets w ere reconstructed by preclustering calorimeter cells within a radius of 0.2 in space. In the k ? algorithm, all 4-vectors in the e v ent are merged together successively starting with t h e pair with t h e s m allest relative p T , s t o p ping w h en no pair is within a distance D = 1.0 in space. The remaining 4-vectors are called jets. To r e s o lve s u bjets within a jet, the algorithm is rerun on all 4-vectors within the jet. The r e s o lution parameter y cut denes the minimum relative transverse momentum b e t w een subjets inside t h e jet. In this analysis central jets are used (j j < 0.5) with 275 < E jet T < 350 GeV. Figure 1 shows that N sub increases by 70% as y cut is decreased three orders of magnitude. The n u m ber of subjets is about 1.25 for y cut = 0.01. Using t his value of y cut , D n ds for jets with two s u bjets, it is most likely that o n e s u bjet near the jet axis carries most of the jet E T near the jet axis, and t h e second s u bjet is much softer and further from the jet axis. For this same y cut the radial distribution of subjet energy ow is in good agreement with HERWIG. FIGURE 1. Average numb e r o f s u bjets per central high E T jet vs. resolution variable y cut . T h e error bar are statistical, and t h e 1 systematic error band i s a n e s t imate o f t h e eects o f m ultiple interactions and e n ergy scale correction error, added in quadrature.
SUBJETS AT CDF
Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics predicts dierential inclusive-jet and m ulti-jet cross sections by i d entifying h ard nal state partons with t h e energy ow i n r e a l e v ents. A comparison of the i n t ernal properties of high-E T jets with parton shower Monte Carlo predictions tests t h e p h ysical ideas embodied in the e v o lution of the parton shower and t h e h adronization model.
A set of high E T (corrected E T > 140 GeV) central jets (0.1 < j j < 0.5) are selected for this analysis. The jets are found u s i n g a cone algorithm with radius 0.7 in space. The c h arged tracks are clustered into s u bjets u s i n g a k ? algorithm. Fig. 2 s h o ws the c o llimation of these high-E T subjets a s a function of the transverse momentum o f t h e s u bjets. The width o f s u bjets i s d ened as
whe r e n i s t h e n u m ber of charged tracks in the s u bjet. The d ecrease in the subjet width a s a f u nction of subjet momentum is reproduced by HERWIG (5.6). JET MASS MEASUREMENT AT D
The jet cone algorithm has known problems with jet overlap. The k ? algorithm is more tractable theoretically. It is also possible that t h e k ? algorithm will allow o n e t o s t udy physics which is not mode l e d i n n ext-to-leading-order theory. T h us, the present a n alysis of jet ma s s a s a f u nction of jet p T is done using a k ? algorithm. Much eort has gone i n t o correctly modeling s h o w ers and noise in the calorimeter.
The jet mass is dened in terms of the e n ergy and momentum m easured in the calorimeter
In the case of jets with E ? evenly distributed in (,) space with a t w odimensional Gaussian energy density distribution, one expects m p 2 p T (4) where = = . T h e result, shown in Fig. 3 , should not depend on which jet is used in a multijet event (The jets are selectedto be free of trigger biases). A s m all dierence was found b e t w een the leading jet (for p T between 50 and 75 GeV/c) a n d t h e o t h er jets i n t h e e v ent. The systematic error is dominated by t h e a bove eect, but i s s t ill small (less than 2%). The m ass versus p T is correctly predicted by HERWIG except at t h e l o w est p T 's. 
INCLUSIVE CHARGED PARTICLE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS AT CDF
Inclusive c h arge particle momentum distributions have been measured at CDF. An analytic formula to d escribe these distributions has been derived in the framework o f t h e Modied Leading Log Approximation. The important ideas are the a n gle ordering (partons can not be radiated at a n gles exceeding the a n gle of the proceeding emission) and t h a t emission terms that contain both collinearand soft divergences can be summed. The d a t a sample which consists of about 190,000 events is divided into 4 5 s u bsamples. These 45 subsamples contain 9 dierent dijet mass ranges from a low o f 7 2 < M JJ < 95 GeV/c 2 to a high of 570 < M JJ < 740 GeV/c 2 , a n d 5 dierent o pening a n gles ( cone = 0.168, 0.217, 0.280, 0.361, and 0.466). A typical sample consists o f e v ents where the dijet ma s s i s i n t h e range 340 < M JJ < 440 GeV/c 2 and all tracks are contained within a cone o f o pening a n gle = 0.466. The o pening a n gles are relative t o t h e jet axes. The d a t a i s t w i t h a a n alytic formula that contains two parameters Q e and const. Q e is the c u t o scale, and const is the n u m ber of hadrons to t h e n u m b e r o f n al partons. For the t ypical curve ( Figure 4 shows the MLLA ts for ve dierent o pening a n gle cuts for a xed dijet mass. Fits t o t h e dierent s u bsets yield values almost identical to t h a t of the t ypical sample. However, for a given dijet mass as the o pening a n gle increases the peak of the curve shifts t o w ards higher values of . Figure 5 shows the peak position as a function of M JJ . The d a t a p lotted show our data a n d points from TASSO, OPAL and ALEPH. Points from all 9 of the dijet mass ranges are plotted, showing scaling. 
